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ABSTRACT 
Language engineering underpins model-driven engineering 
and the application of domain-specific languages. In this 
talk, I will introduce language engineering and its principles 
and practices, using model-driven engineering as an 
exemplar. I will suggest how the engineering of interactive 
systems offers opportunities, challenges and the potential 
for chaos for language engineering. 
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Miscellaneous. 
INTRODUCTION 
Language engineering involves building artificial 
(software) languages to solve problems. Very often, the 
languages we build are applied to solve problems of 
automation, e.g., to support automating repetitive and error-
prone tasks efficiently and effectively. A wealth of 
technologies have been developed to support language 
engineering, ranging from grammars and parsing 
algorithms, to metamodeling infrastructure through to 
model transformation and code generation tools.   
Software languages are themselves interactive systems: 
they generally come with editors (e.g., GUIs or IDEs) that 
provide useful features, including syntax checking and 
highlighting, code completion, refactoring etc.  
This talk explores the issue of how we can build better 
software languages ± focusing on interactions with their 
users. I will talk about a typical traditional software 
language engineering process, based on Model-Driven 
Engineering technology, and will draw out some of the 
challenges associated with ensuring that we can think about 
interacting with languages (and their supporting tools) as 
the languages are being constructed. I will illustrate this 
approach with an example of a real system developed to 
support air traffic controllers. I will then present an 
alternative approach to language engineering that may offer 
more flexibility in terms of evaluating the effectiveness of 
user interactions with their supporting tools. I will attempt 
to synthesise some of the key open challenges associated 
with language engineering in practice, with some focus on 
issues related to their application to engineering interactive 
systems. 
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